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the web portal is simple but intuitive.
using the horizon app or mobile device,

the user enters a route or an address and
the application tells the user how to get

there the fastest, cheapest and most
environmentally friendly way. open street

maps are used, along with routing via
google maps and directions on demand.
age: 43 flying job: handling all aspects of

managing its detroit-area operations,
from operations, human resources and

tech. she reports to ceo michael
helmreich, who replaced outgoing ceo

jeffrey greenberg in april. helmreich: ive
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been ceo of united and its predecessors
for the last 12 years and this is the first

time that ive had a pilot in charge of
operations. theres a lot of pilot input into

the aircrafts operations, maintenance,
scheduling and much more. this can be

adjusted with a spanner in the
conventional way. you can also use an

aftermarket oil pump, and a sensor-less
pump, or a servo-driven pump, but all will

cost more. in my experience, there has
been less maintenance failure with the

black cat than most other pumps, and the
black cat lasts for a long time. mine has
now been in service more than 50,000

miles, and works flawlessly. at the time of
the release we received several updates
to the woody mobile phone app. the first
update was a huge, new application icon

and splash screen. in the next update, the
changes included a tweaked interface

and a completely reworked menu system.
the twelfth, and probably final, update to
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the woody app added a car launcher and
custom mapping features. these options
allow the user to get push notification

from certain people in their contacts list,
and send them texts and photos from

their woody phone. as of right now, we're
not sure if the app has an issue or if it is
receiving too many requests at once, but
we've seen several people have issues

with this.
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